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Let Q be the rational number field, Q the algebraic closure of Q
and k,, k. two finite extensions o Q contained in such that Gal (/k,)-
Gal (/k) as topological groups. As K. Iwasawa and K. Uchida have
independently proved (c. [2], [6]), k and k are conjugate over Q. In
this paper we prove that the analogy for local number fields is not valid"
Let p be a prime number, Q the field of p-adic numbers, the alge-
braic closure of Q. Then there are finite extensions K1, K. of Q con-
tained in such that Gal (/K)Gal (/K) as topological groups,
and that K and K. are not conjugate over Q.

1. Preliminaries. Let K be a local field, i.e. a commutative
field which is complete with respect to a discrete valuation, and L/K a
finite Galois extension with G-Gal (L/K) such that the extension of
their residue class fields is separable. Let v be the normalized discrete
valuation of L, and put A {a e Live(a) >=0} and G={s e G]v(s(a)-
a)>=x+l or all a e A} or x>__--l. The unction /(t) or t>__--I is.
given by

/:(t)=
(G0" G)"

Let ,k/: be the inverse function of o/: and put G=G,.. real
number _>_- 1 is called a ramification number of L/K (an upper rami-
ileal:ion number ot L/K, respectively) if (G’.>0G/)>I (if
(G" ,>0 G/") > 1, respectively). When L/K has only one ramification
number x, is also the only one upper ramification number ot L/K and
vice versa. L/K is totally ramified if and only if

Lemma (el. [4], p. 197 and p. 198). Let K/K be eyelie extension

of degree p with only one upper ramification number t for i=1, 2,
where p is the characteristic of the residue class field of K. Assume
that the residue class field extension of K/K is separable. Put M
=K1K2. If tl t2, M/K is a cyclic extension of degree p with only one
upper ramification number

In the above situation, we remark that M/K is totally ramified if
K/K is totally ramified.

Let be a primitive n-th root of 1 in Q.


